Inspired by recent high performance patch-based image inpainting algorithms using Point Integral Method (PIM) and Low Dimension Manifold Model (LDMM), we propose in this paper an image representation scheme combining the local and nonlocal characterization of patches in an image. By resolving an image as patches averaged out on their overlapping pixels, our representation scheme can be shown as equivalent to a tight frame constructed from convolving local bases (wavelet frames, discrete cosine transforms, etc.) with nonlocal bases (e.g. spectral basis induced by nonlinear dimension reduction on patches) and each component is called a convolution framelet. This insight leads to a novel interpretation of LDMM as a weighted 2 -regularization on the coefficients obtained by decomposing images into linear combinations of convolution framelets; based on this understanding, we extend the original LDMM to a reweighted version that yields improved inpainting results. In addition, we establish the energy concentration property of convolution framelet coefficients, where given a nonlocal basis the paired local basis is constructed from a linear reconstruction framework; a generalization of this framework to the setting of unions of local embedding is natural for interpreting BM3D, one of the state-of-the-art image denoising algorithms.
1 Introduction In the past decades, patch-based techniques such as Non-Local Means (NLM) and Block-Matching with 3-D Collaborative Filtering (BM3D) have been successfully applied to image denoising and other image processing tasks [7, 8, 16, 11, 61, 29] . These methods can be viewed as instances of graph-based adaptive filtering, with similarity between pixels determined not solely by their pixel values or spatial adjacency, but also by the (weighted) L 2 -distance between their neighborhoods, or patches containing them. The effectiveness of patch-based algorithms can be understood from several different angles. On the one hand, patches from an image often enjoy sparse representations with respect to certain redundant families of vectors, or unions of bases, which motivated several dictionaryand sparsity-based approaches [21, 10, 40] ; on the other hand, the nonlocal characteristics of patch-based methods can be used to build highly data-adaptive representations, accounting for nonlinear and self-similar structures in the space of image patches [26, 33] . Combined with adaptive thresholding, these constructions have connections to classical wavelet-based and total variation algorithms [60, 46] . Additionally, the patch representation of signals has specific structures that can be exploited in regularization; for example, the inpainting algorithm ALOHA [28] utilized the low-rank block Hankel structure of certain matrix representation of image patches.
Among the many theoretical frameworks built to understand these patch-based algorithms, manifold models have recently drawn increased attention and have provided valuable insights in the design of novel image processing algorithms. Along with the development of manifold learning algorithms and topological data analysis, it is hypothesized that highcontrast patches are likely to concentrate in clusters and along low-dimensional non-linear manifolds; this phenomenon is very clear for cartoon images, see e.g. [46, 47] . This intuition was made precise in [34] and followed-up by more specific Klein bottle models [9, 45] on both cartoon and texture images. Adopting a point of view from diffusion geometry, [56] vector with all one entries in R k · F matrix Frobenius norm dimension of ambient space, i.e. number of pixels in a patch p dimension of embedding space, i.e. number of coordinate functions in the nonlocal embedding N number of data points (patches) X data matrix in R N× X embedded data matrix in R N×p , "orthogonalized" s.t. X = Φ E C E X i (resp. X i ) the ith coordinate in ambient space (resp. embedding space) Φ E normalized graph bases in R N×p from E and Φ E Φ E = I p Φ full orthonormal nonlocal bases extended from Φ E C E diagonal matrix with entries X i x i the ith row of X, i.e. the ith data point
full orthonormal local bases in O( ) C coefficient matrix f 1-D or 2-D signal, e.g. an image F patch matrix in R N× generated from f , a special type of data matrix F i ith patch F i ith coordinate in patch space, e.g. ith pixel in all patches F embedded patch matrix Ψ bases in R N× from φ i v j ψ bases in R N from φ i * v j (−·) W affinity matrix of diffusion graph with Gaussian kernel D degree matrix from W L normalized graph diffusion Laplacian R L graph operator in LDMM interprets the non-local mean filter as a diffusion process on the "patch manifold," relating denoising iterations to the spectral properties of the infinitesimal generator of that diffusion process; similar diffusion-geometric intuitions can also be found in [60, 48] which aimed at combining patch-based methods with manifold learning algorithms.
Recently, a new method called Low-Dimensional Manifold Model (LDMM) was proposed in [43] , with strong results. LDMM is a direct regularization on the dimension of the patch manifold in a variational argument for patch-based image inpainting and denoising. The novelty of [43] includes 1) an identity relating the dimension of a manifold with L 2 -integrals of ambient coordinate functions; and 2) a new graph operator (which we study below) on the nonlocal patch graph obtained via the Point Integral Method (PIM) [37, 55, 54] . The current paper is motivated by our wish to better understand the embedding of image patches in general, and the LDMM construction in particular. Typically, given an original signal f ∈ R N , patch-based methods start with explicitly building for f a redundant representation consisting of patches of f . The patches either start with or are centered at each pixel 1 in the domain of f , and are of constant length , for 1 < < N. Reshaped into row vectors stacked vertically in the natural order, these patches constitute a Hankel 2 matrix F ∈ R N× , which we refer to as a patch matrix (see Fig 1 in Section 4 below.) It is the patch matrix F, rather than the signal f itself, that constitutes the object of main interest in nonlocal image processing and in particular LDMM; each single pixel of image f is represented in F exactly times, a redundancy that is often beneficially exploited in signal processing tasks. (As will be made clear in Proposition 1, representing f ∈ R N as F ∈ R N× incurs " -fold redundancy" in the sense of frame bounds.) As a comparison, earlier image processing models based on total variation [51] or nonlocal regularization [23, 24] focus on regularizing the signal f directly, whereas more recent state-of-the-art image inpainting techniques such as LDMM and low-rank Hankel matrix completion [28] build upon variational frameworks for the patch matrix F, and do not convert F back to f until the optimization step terminates. To our knowledge, the mechanism of these regularization strategies on patch matrices has not been fully investigated.
From an approximation point of view, the patch matrix F ∈ R N× has more flexibility than the original signal f ∈ R N since one can search for efficient representation of the matrix F either in its row space or column space. The idea of learning sparse and redundant representations for rows of F, or the patches of f , has been pursued in a sequence of works (see e.g. [42, 22, 31, 30, 36, 2, 21] and the references therein); this amounts to learning a redundant dictionary D ∈ R ×m , m ≥ , such that F = AD where the rows of A ∈ R N×m are sparse. In the meanwhile, each column of F can be viewed as a "coordinate function" (adopting the geometric intuition in [43] ) defined on the dataset of patches, and can thus be efficiently encoded using spectral bases adapted to this dataset: for example, let Φ : R → [0, +∞) be a non-negative smooth kernel function with exponential decay at infinity, and construct the following positive semi-definite kernel matrix for the dataset of patches of f :
where F i , F j are the ith and jth row of the patch matrix F, respectively, and > 0 is a bandwidth parameter representing our confidence in the similarity between patches of f (e.g. how small L 2 -distances should be to reflect the geometric similarity between patches; this is influenced, for example, by the noise level in image denoising tasks). By Mercer's Theorem, Φ admits an eigen-decomposition
where for each 1 ≤ k ≤ N the column vector φ k ∈ R N is the eigenvector associated with nonnegative real eigenvalue λ k ∈ R. These eigenvectors constitute a basis for R N , with respect to which each column of the patch matrix F can be expanded as a linear combination. Though such expansions are not sparse in general, they are highly data-adaptive and result in efficient approximations when the eigenvalues have fast decay; see [33, 1] for theoretical bounds of the approximation error, [46] for empirical evidence, and [60] for applications in semi-supervised learning and image denoising. By construction, the sparse representation for the rows of F relies heavily on the local properties of the signal f , whereas the spectral expansion for the columns of F captures more nonlocal information in f . We remark here that many other orthonormal or overcomplete systems can be used to produce different representations for the row and column spaces of the patch matrix F: for instance, wavelets or discrete cosine transform can be used in place of a dictionary D, while any linear/nonlinear embedding methods, dimension reduction algorithms (e.g. PCA [44] , MDS [63, 53] , Autoencoder [25] , t-SNE [39] ), or Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space techniques [52] can work just as well as the kernel Φ; nevertheless, the different choices for the row (resp. column) space of F primarily read off local (resp. nonlocal) information of f . These observations motivate us to seek new representations for the patch matrix F that could possibly reflect combined local and nonlocal behavior of the signal f . This methodology is already implicit in BM3D [16] , one of the state-of-the-art image denoising algorithms; we point out in this paper that such a paradigm is much more universal for a wide range of patch-based image processing tasks, and propose a regularization scheme for a signal f based on its coefficients with respect to convolution framelets (to be defined in Section 4), a type of signal-adaptive tight frames generated from the adaptive representation of the patch matrix F.
As a first attempt at understanding the theoretical guarantees of convolution framelets, we consider the problem of determining "optimal" local basis, in the sense of minimum linear reconstruction error, with respect to a fixed nonlocal basis (interpreted as embedding coordinate functions of the patches); convolution framelets constructed from such an "optimal" pair of local and nonlocal bases is guaranteed to have an "energy compaction property" that can be exploited to design regularization techniques in image processing. In particular, we show that when the nonlocal basis comes from Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), right singular vectors 3 of the patch matrix F constitute the corresponding optimal local basis. The linear reconstruction framework itself -of which LDMM can be viewed as an instantiation -is general and uses variational functionals associated with nonlinear embeddings, via a linearization. It inspires us to generalize LDMM by reformulating the manifold dimension minimization in [43] as an equivalent weighted 2 -minimization on coefficients of such a convolution frame and looking at more adaptive weights; for some types of images this proposed scheme leads to markedly improved results. Finally, we note that our framework is widely applicable and can be adapted to different settings, including BM3D [16] (in which case the framework needs to be extended to describe unions of local embeddings, as is done in Section 3.4 below).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present convolution framelets as a data-adaptive redundant representation combining local and nonlocal bases for signal patch matrices. Section 3 motivates the energy compaction property of convolution framelets and establishes a guarantee for energy concentration through a linear reconstruction procedure 4 related to (nonlinear) dimension reduction. Section 4 interprets LDMM as an L 2 -regularization on the energy concentration of convolution framelet coefficients, and lead to improvement of LDMM by incorporating more adaptive weights in regularization based upon insights gained from the previous section. We compare LDMM with our improvement in Section 5 by numerical experiments. Section 6 summarizes and suggests future work. 2 Convolution Framelets Consider a one-dimensional 5 real-valued signal
sampled at N points. We fix the patch size as an integer between 1 and N, and assume periodic boundary condition for f . For any integer m ∈ [0, · · · , N − 1], we refer to the row vector F m = ( f [m], · · · , f [m + − 1]) ∈ R as the patch of f at m of length . Construct the patch matrix of f , denoted as F ∈ R N× , by vertically stacking the patches according to their order of appearance in the original signal:
See Figure 1 for an illustration. It is clear that F is a Hankel matrix, and thus f can be reconstructed from F by averaging the entries of F "along the anti-diagonals", i.e. 6 (2) f (n) = 1 i=1 F n−i+1, i n = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1.
For simplicity, we introduce the following notations that are standard in discrete digital signal processing:
• The (circular) convolution of two vectors v, w ∈ R N is defined as
where periodic boundary condition is assumed (as is done throughout this paper);
denote the length-N zero-padded versions of v and w, respectively;
Using these notations, the matrix-vector product of F with any v ∈ R can be written in convolution form as
Furthermore, it is straightforward to check for any w ∈ R and v, s ∈ R N that
The outer products of the columns of Φ with the columns of V, denoted as
form an orthonormal basis for the space R N× of all N× matrices equipped with inner product A, B = tr AB . The patch matrix F can thus be written in this orthonormal basis as
and the last two equalities are due to the identities (3) and (4) given above. In other words, we have the following linear decomposition for F:
Combining (2) and (5) leads to a decomposition of the original signal f as
where the convolution φ i * v j stems from averaging the entries of φ i v j along the anti-diagonals (c.f. (2)). Define convolution framelets
then (6) indicates that {ψ i j | 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ } constitutes a tight frame for functions defined on R N . In fact, we have the following more general observation which can be derived directly from standard frame theory:
Then v L i * v S j , i = 1, · · · , n , j = 1, · · · , m form a tight frame for R n with frame constant m. The proof of Proposition 1 can be found in Appendix A.
3 Approximation of functions with convolution framelets The construction in Section 2 may seem unintuitive at a first glance. Our motivation for introducing two different bases, Φ ∈ O (N) and V ∈ O ( ), was simply to take advantage of the representability of patch matrices jointly in its row and column spaces.
3.1 Local and nonlocal approximations of a signal The columns of V form an orthonormal basis for R , with respect to which the rows of F, or equivalently the lengthpatches of f , can be expanded; the role of V is thus similar to transforms on a localized time window, such as the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) or Windowed Wigner Distribution Function (WWDF). For this reason, we refer to the strategy of approximating the rows of F using the columns of V as local approximation, and call V a local basis in the construction of convolution framelets. The local basis V can be chosen as either fixed functions, e.g. Fourier or wavelet basis, or data-dependent functions, such as the right singular vectors of F. See Figure 2 for an example. The columns of Φ, on the other hand, are treated as a basis for the columns of F. When the patch stride is set to 1, each column F is just a shifted copy of the original signal f (see Figure 1 ); more generally (including arbitrary patch strides), columns of F can be seen as functions defined on the set of patches F = {F 0 , · · · , F N−1 }. When F is viewed as a discrete point cloud in R , efficient representations of functions on F depend more on the Euclidean proximity between patches as points in R , rather than spatial adjacency in the original signal domain, as detailed in previous work on spectral basis [46, 33, 26] . Therefore, it is natural to refer to the paradigm of approximating the columns of F using Φ as nonlocal approximation, and call Φ a nonlocal basis in the construction of convolution framelets.
Viewing the patch matrix F as a collection F ⊂ R brings in a large class of nonlinear approximation techniques from dimension reduction, a field of statistics and data science dedicated to economic and efficient data representation. Given a data matrix X = [x 1 , · · · , x N ] ∈ R N× consisting of N data points in an ambient space R (we adopt the convention that x i 's are column vectors and the ith row of X is x i ), dimension reduction algorithms map the full data matrix X to X = [x 1 , · · · ,x N ] ∈ R N×p , where each rowx i ∈ R p (p ≤ ) is the image of x i . The dissimilarity between two original data points is assumed to be given by a metric (distance) function d(·, ·) on the ambient space R , in many applications different from the canonical Euclidean distance; one hopes that the embedding is "almost isometric" between metric spaces R , d and R p equipped with the standard Euclidean distance. More precisely, let E = (E 1 , · · · , E p ) : R → R p be the embedding given by p coordinate functions, and denote E(x) = [x 1 , · · · ,x p ] ∈ R p for any x ∈ R . The embedding E is said to be near isometric if in an appropriate sense
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the coordinate functions of the embedding E are orthogonal on the data set {x 1 , · · · , x N }, i.e.
(P2). ( X s ) X t = 0, ∀1 ≤ s t ≤ p, where X i is the ith column of X (and corresponds to the ith coordinate in the embedding space); for general X with coordinate functions non-orthogonal on the data set, we define its orthogonal normalization by X O = X O X , where O X comes from the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of X = U X Σ X O X . Note that classical linear and nonlinear dimension reduction techniques, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), Laplacian Eigenmaps [5] , and Diffusion Maps [13] , all produce embedding coordinate functions satisfying (P1) and (P2).
A standard approach in manifold learning and spectral graph theory for building basis functions on F is through the eigen-decomposition of graph Laplacians for a weighted graph constructed from F . For instance, in diffusion geometry [13, 14, 15] , one considers the graph random walk Laplacian I −D −1 W, where W ∈ R N×N is the weighted adjacency matrix defined by
with the bandwidth parameter > 0, and D ∈ R N×N is the diagonal degree matrix with entries D ii = j W i j for all i = 1, · · · , N. If the points in F are sampled uniformly from a submanifold of R , eigenvectors of I − D −1 W converge to eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the smooth submanifold as → 0 and the number of samples tends to infinity [6, 57] . Up to a similarity transform, the random walk graph Laplacian is equivalent to the symmetric normalized graph diffusion Laplacian 7
Let L = ΦΛΦ be the eigen-decomposition of L, where Φ ∈ O (N) and Λ is a diagonal matrix with all diagonal entries between 0 and 1. As in Diffusion Maps [13] , the columns of ΦΛ 1/2 can be used as coordinate functions for a spectral embedding of the patch collection into R N . This embedding introduces the diffusion distance d (·, ·) between patches F i , F j (0 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1) by setting d F i , F j as the Euclidean distance between their embedded images in R N , i.e. the ith and jth row of ΦΛ 1/2 . If an p-dimensional embedding (with p < ) is desired, we can choose the p columns of ΦΛ 1/2 corresponding to the p smallest eigenvalues of L to minimize the error of approximation in (P1). Since the columns of ΦΛ 1/2 are already orthogonal, (P2) is automatically satisfied. Figure 3 is an example that illustrates nonlocal basis obtained from eigen-decomposition of a normalized graph diffusion Laplacian. 7 Note that L is different from the normalized graph Laplacian, which in standard spectral graph theory is constructed from an adjacency matrix with 0 or 1 in its entries, instead of the weighted adjacency matrix W in (8) . The crucial difference is in the range of eigenvalues: normalized graph Laplacian has eigenvalues in [0, 2], whereas L has eigenvalues in [0, 1], see [56] (7) is a signal representation scheme combining both local and nonlocal bases. Advantages of local and nonlocal bases, on their own, are known for specific signal processing tasks, under a general guiding principle seeking signal representations with certain energy concentration patterns. Local basis such as wavelets or Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT) are known to have "energy compaction" properties, meaning that real-world signals or images often exhibit a pattern of concentration of their energies in a few low-frequency components [3, 18, 41] ; this phenomenon is fundamental for many image compression [64, 58] and denoising [20, 19] algorithms. On the other hand, nonlocal basis obtained from nonlinear dimension reduction or kernel PCA -viewed as coordinate functions defining an embedding of the data setstrives to capture, with only a relatively few number of basis functions, as much "variance" within the data set as possible; large portions of the variability of the data set is thus encoded primarily in the leading basis functions [35] . In the context of manifold learning, where the data points are assumed to be sampled from a smooth manifold, the number of eigenvectors corresponding to "relatively large" eigenvalues of a covariance matrix is treated as an estimate for the dimension of the underlying smooth manifold [62, 50, 5, 38] .
Energy concentration of convolution framelets Convolution framelets
In practice, energy concentration patterns of signal representation in specific domains have been widely exploited to design powerful regularization schemes for reconstructing signal from noisy measurements. Since convolution framelets combine local and nonlocal basis, it is reasonable to expect that convolution framelet coefficients of typical signals tend to have energy concentration properties as well. To give a motivating example, consider the case in which both local and nonlocal bases concentrate energy on their low-frequency components, and basis functions are sorted in the order of increasing frequencies: typically the coefficient matrix C = Φ FV will then concentrates its energy on the upper left block storing coefficients for convolution framelets corresponding to both local and nonlocal low-frequency basis functions. As an extreme example, if Φ, V in (5) come from the full-size singular value decomposition of F, i.e.
then the only non-zero entries in the coefficient matrix C = Φ FV = Σ lie along the diagonal , Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE)) for the nonlocal basis Φ (appears before the dash) and the local basis V (appears after the dash). These plots suggest that data-adaptive nonlocal basis (SVD or LE) tend to concentrate more energy on the upper-left part of the coefficient matrix C than DCT does. of its upper × block. We illustrate in Figure 4 the energy concentration of several different types of convolution framelets on a 1-D random signal. Figure 5 demonstrates the energy concentration of a 2-D example using the same cropped barbara image as in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , in which we explore 4 different types of local bases V with the nonlocal basis Φ fixed as the graph Laplacian eigenvectors shown in Figure 3 ; notice that in this example the energy concentrates more compactly in SVD and Haar bases than in DCT and random bases.
An interestingly fact to notice is the following: in order for convolution framelets to have a structured energy concentration, it is not strictly required that both local and nonlocal bases have energy concentration properties. In a sense, regularization schemes based on convolution framelets are more flexibility since the energy compaction effects of a local (resp. nonlocal) basis can be amplified through coupling with a nonlocal (resp. local) basis. More specifically, given Φ ∈ R N×N satisfying mild assumptions 8 , we can systematically construct a local basis V via minimizing a "linear reconstruction loss" such that the coefficient matrix Φ FV concentrates its energy on the upper left block; this is the focus of Section 3.3.
Energy concentration guarantee via linear reconstruction
Throughout this subsection, we will adopt the nonlocal point of view described in Section 3.1, and treat the patch 1 ≤ p ≤ . Our goal is to ensure that the dimension reduction E does not lose information in the original data set F , by requiring the approximate invertibility 9 of E on its image; as will be seen in Proposition 2, the optimal L 2 -reconstruction of F from its image E (F ) leads to a local basis V ∈ R . This particular local basis, paired with the nonlocal orthogonal system read off from the embedding E, renders convolution framelets that concentrate energy on the upper left block. Let us motivate the linear reconstruction framework by considering a linear embedding E : R → R p with 1 ≤ p ≤ . Assume A ∈ R ×p is full-rank, and X = {x 1 , · · · , x N } ⊂ range A ⊂ R , i.e., points in X are sampled from the p-dimensional linear subspace of R spanned by the columns of A. Denote X ∈ R N× for the data matrix storing the coordinates of x j in its jth row, and X A = ΦΣV 0 for the reduced singular value decomposition of X A (thus Φ ∈ R N×p , V 0 ∈ R p×p , and Σ ∈ R p×p contains the singular values of X A along the diagonal and zeros elsewhere). Define A := AV 0 ∈ R ×p and consider the linear embedding E : R → R p given by
In matrix notation, the image of X under E is XA. Note that (P2) is automatically satisfied because the columns of XA = ΦΣ are orthogonal.
Now that X is in range A and V 0 ∈ R p×p is orthonormal, we also have X ⊂ range (A) and thus can write X = AB for some B ∈ R p×N . It follows that E is invertible on E (X ) since
In other words, in this case the dimension reduction E is "lossless" in the sense that we can perfectly reconstruct X ⊂ R from its embedded image E (X ) in a space of lower dimension. Using a Gram-Schmidt process, we can write
Following Section 2, denote the outer products of columns of Φ with columns of V as
Formula (11), now understood as an expansion of X in basis Ψ i j , uses only p (p + 1) /2 out of a total number of N × basis functions. It is clear that in this case the energy of X concentrates on (the upper triangular part of) the upper left block of the coefficient matrix Φ XV, or equivalently on components corresponding to Ψ i j | 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ p . This establishes Proposition 2 below for all linear embeddings satisfying (P2).
A similar argument can be applied to general nonlinear embeddings satisfying (P2); all nonlinear dimension reduction methods based on kernel spectral embedding, such as Multi-Dimensional Scaling, Laplacian eigenmaps, and diffusion maps, belong to this category. In these cases we generally can not expect a perfect reconstruction of type (10), but we can still seek a linear reconstruction in the form of R V , with upper triangular R and orthogonal V, that reduces the reconstruction error between XR V and the original X as much as possible.
Proposition 2. Let X = {x 1 , · · · , x N } be a point cloud in R , 1 ≤ p ≤ , and E : R ⊃ X → R p an embedding satisfying (P2). Let X ∈ R N× be the matrix storing the coordinates of x j in its jth rows, and X ∈ R N×p be the matrix storing the coordinates of E x j in its jth row (1 ≤ j ≤ N). For V E given by
construct V that extends V E to a complete orthonormal basis in R l ; for Φ E derived from the decomposition
also construct Φ that extends Φ E to a complete orthonormal basis in R N . Then C = Φ XV ∈ R N× concentrates its energy on the upper triangle part of its upper left p × p block.
Proof. Let Φ E , Φ be defined as in the statement of Proposition 2, V 0 ∈ R ×p an arbitrary matrix with orthonormal columns, and V 0 an arbitrary extension of V 0 to an orthonormal basis on R . The first term within the Frobenius norm of (12) can be re-written as
The minimization problem in (12) can thus be reformulated as
For any fixed orthonormal V 0 ∈ R × (which also fixes C since Φ and X are already given), the optimal upper triangular matrix R * is clearly characterized by R
In fact, if we partition the matrix C into blocks compatible with the block structure in (15) , denoted as
then C E R must cancel out with the upper triangle part of C LT in order to achieve the minimum of the minimization problem in (15) . The optimization problem in (15) is thus equivalent to minimizing the L 2 energy of the remaining strictly lower triangular part of C LT together with the L 2 energy of the other three blocks C RT , C LB , and C RB . In addition, since C 2 F = X 2 F is constant, this is further equivalent to maximizing the L 2 energy of the upper triangular part of C LT (which gets canceled out with C E R * anyway). Simply put, we have arg min
This indicates that the optimal local basis V E , and consequently its extension V to a complete orthonormal basis on R , must concentrate as much energy of the coefficient matrix C as possible on the upper triangular part 10 of the upper left p × p block.
Remark 3. The core idea behind Proposition 2 is to approximate the inverse of an arbitrary (possibly nonlinear) dimension reduction embedding E using a global linear function
where the upper triangular matrix R ∈ R p×p and the orthonormal matrix V ∈ R ×p together play the role of A † in (10) for linear embeddings. Note that it is straightforward to incorporate a bias correction in the linear reconstruction (17) 
is a "centering matrix"; we assume B = 0 in Proposition 2 for simplicity but the argument can be easily extended to B 0.
Remark 4. As will be seen in Section 4, LDMM [43] can be interpreted as a mechanism that implicitly exploits the energy concentration pattern characterized in Proposition 2. More systematic exploitation leads to our improved design of reweighted LDMM, see Section 4.2. 10 One can also require that the energy concentrates on the lower triangle. Yet this is equivalent to changing V to PV P, where P = J p 0 0 I −p , where J p is anti-diagonal with non-zero entries all equal to one.
Special case: optimal local basis for Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS)
When the embedding E is given by Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), the optimal local basis V in the sense of (12) consists of the right singular vectors of the centered data matrix X. To see this, first recall that in MDS the eigen-decomposition is performed on the doubly centered distance matrix K = 1 2 HD 2 H, where (D 2 ) i j = d 2 (X i , X j ) and H = I N − 1
coordinate functions for the low-dimensional embedding are then chosen as the eigenvectors of K corresponding to the largest eigenvalues, weighted by the square roots of their corresponding eigenvalues. In particular, when d(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance on R , one has K = −HXX H, and the eigenvectors of K correspond to the left singular vectors of the centered data matrix HX. (Here the centering matrix is B = HX − X; see Remark 3.) Let HX = U X Σ X V X be the reduced singular value decomposition of HX as computed in the standard MDS procedure. Then the optimal V for (12) is exactly V X , and the corresponding matrix basis has the sparsest representation of X. The proof of this statement can be found in Appendix C.
Connection with nonlocal transform-domain image processing techniques
In some circumstances, the framework of convolution framelets can be interpreted as a nonlocal method applied to signal representation in a transform domain. For instance, if we use wavelets for the local basis V, and eigenvectors of the normalized graph diffusion Laplacian L (see (9) ) for the nonlocal basis Φ, then L can be seen as defined on the wavelet coefficients since
Thus convolution framelet has the potential to serve as a natural framework for other nonlocal transform-domain image processing techniques. As an example, in the remaining section we show BM3D [16, 17] , a widely accepted state-of-the-art image denoising algorithms based on nonlocal filtering in transform domain, may also be interpreted through our convolution framework, with a slightly extended notion of "nonlocal basis". The basic algorithmic paradigm of BM3D can be roughly summarized in three steps. First, for a given image decomposed into N patches of size , denoted as F 1 , · · · , F N , a blockmatching process groups all patches similar to F i in a set S i , and form matrix F S i ∈ R |S i |× consisting of patches in S i ; denote σ = N i=1 |S i |. Second, let V S i ∈ R × be a local basis 11 , Φ S i ∈ R |S i |×|S i | be a nonlocal basis for S i , and calculate coefficient matrix C S i = Φ S i F S i V S i for group S i ; the matrix F S i is then denoised by hard-thresholding (or Wiener filtering) C S i and estimate F S i = Φ S i C S i V S i from the resulting coefficient matrix C S i . In matrix form, this can be written as
In the third and last step, pixel values at each location of the image are reconstructed using a weighted average of all patches covering that location in the union of all estimated F S i 's; the contribution of an estimated patch contained in F S i is proportional to w i := C S i −1 matrix defined by
then the patch matrix of the original noise-free image is estimated via
The denoised imagef is finally constructed from F by taking a weighted average along antidiagonals of F, with adaptive weights depending on the pixels. In this three-step procedure, if we define
then Φ, V together defines a tight frame similar to our construction of convolution framelets in Section 2. The main difference here is that our energy concentration intuition described in Section 3.2 would not carry through to this setup, because in general every patch appears in multiple F S i 's and it is difficult to conceive that Φ consistently defines an embedding E for the patches of the image. This technicality, however, can be easily remedied if we extend our framework from a global embedding over the entire data set X to a union of "local embeddings" on "local charts" of X , i.e.
where X is covered by the unions of all S i 's; note that the target spaces R p i do not even have to be of the same dimension (assuming p i ≤ for simplicity). For each embedding E S i , Φ S i ∈ R |S i |×|S i | and V S i ∈ R × define nonlocal and local orthonormal bases, respectively. It can be expected that the energy concentration of convolution framelet coefficients in this setup will be more involved since both concentration patterns within and across local embedding spaces will be intertwined. We will explore these interactions in a future work.
LDMM as a regularization on convolution framelet coefficients
In this section, we connect the discussion on convolution framelets with the recent development of Low Dimensional Manifold Model (LDMM) [43] for image processing. The basic assumption in LDMM is that the collection of all patches of a fixed size from an image live on a lowdimensional smooth manifold isometrically embedded in a Euclidean space. If we denote f for the image and write M ( f ) = M ( f ) for the manifold of all patches of size from f , then the image f can be reconstructed from its (noisy) partial measurements y by solving the optimization problem (22) arg min
where λ is a parameter and S is the measurement (sampling) matrix. In other words, LDMM utilizes the dimension of the "patch manifold" M ( f ) as a regularization term in a variational framework. It is shown 12 in [43] that
where α j is the jth coordinate function on M( f ), i.e.
and ∇ M is the gradient operator on the Riemannian manifold M. Note that α j corresponds exactly to the jth column of the patch matrix F of f , see (1) and Figure 1 .
With dim(M( f )) substituted by the right hand side of (23), a split Bregman iterative scheme can be applied to the optimization problem (22) , casting the latter into sub-problems that optimize the dimension regularization with respect to each coordinate function α j and the measurement fidelity term iteratively. In the nth iteration, the sub-problem of dimension regularization decouples into the following optimization problems on each coordinate function, (24) min
where M (n−1) = M( f (n−1) ) is the patch manifold associated with the reconstruction f (n−1) from the (n − 1)th iteration, µ is a penalization parameter, and e j is a function on this manifold originated from the split Bregman scheme. The Euler-Lagrange equations of the minimization problems in (24) are cast into integral equations by the Point Integral Method (PIM), and then discretized as
where F j , E j (n−1) are the jth columns of the patch matrix F and the matrix E (n−1) , corresponding to α j and e j in (24) respectively; the weighted adjacency matrix W (n−1) and the diagonal degree matrix D (n−1) , both introduced by PIM, are updated in each iteration after building the patch matrix F (n−1) from f (n−1) . We refer interested readers to [43] for more details.
The rest of this section presents a connection we discovered between solving equation (25) and an 2 -regularization problem on the convolution framelet coefficients of f .
Dimension regularization in convolution framelets
The low-dimension assumption in LDMM is reflected in the minimization of a quadratic form derived from (23) for the column vectors of the patch matrix F associated with image f . From a manifold learning point of view, (23) is not the only approach to impose dimension regularization. Since the columns of F are understood as coordinate functions in R , F is indeed a data matrix representing a point cloud in R (see Section 3.3). If this point cloud is sampled from a lowdimensional submanifold of R , then one can attempt to embed the point cloud into a Euclidean space of lower dimension without significantly distorting pairwise distances between points. As we have seen in Proposition 2, if there exists a good low-dimension embedding Φ for the data matrix F, the energy of convolution framelet coefficients will concentrate on a small triangular block on the upper left part of the coefficient matrix, provided that an appropriate local basis V is chosen to pair with Φ; a lower intrinsic dimension corresponds to a smaller upper left block and thus more compact energy concentration. Therefore, alternative to (23) , one can impose regularization on convolution framelet coefficients to push more energy into the upper left block of the coefficient matrix; see details below.
We start by reformulating the optimization problem (22) proposed in [43] as an 2regularization problem for convolution framelet coefficients, where the convolution framelets themselves will be estimated along the way since they are adaptive to the data set. For simplicity of notation, we drop the sub-index (n−1) in (25) as W, D and E are fixed when updating the patch matrix within each iteration. To distinguish from the notation F 0 , · · · , F N−1 which stand for the rows of matrix F, we use super-indices F 1 , · · · , F to denote the columns of F. Let F j D = D 1/2 F j and E j D = D 1/2 E j , then the linear systems (25) can be rewritten as
This system can be instantiated as the Euler-Lagrange equations of a different variational problem. Multiplying both sides of (26) by (W D −1/2 ) −1 = D 1/2 W −1 from the left 13 , we have the equivalent linear system
Notice that
where L is the normalized graph diffusion Laplacian defined in (9) . Therefore, solving (27) is equivalent to minimizing the following objective function
This is also equivalent to determining arg min
where · F, A = A · F is the A-weighted Frobenius norm, and (29)
The first term in (28) corresponds to the manifold dimension regularization term proposed in [43] whereas the second term promotes data fidelity. By the equivalence between (26) and (27) , it suffices to focus on (28) hereafter.
To motivate our approach to analyze (28), let us briefly investigate a similar but simpler regularization term based on nonlocal graph Laplacian, j (F j ) LF j , which differs from the dimension regularization term in (28) only in that the graph Laplacian L replaces R L . If we let L = ΦΛΦ be the eigen-decomposition of L with eigenvalues λ 1 , · · · , λ N on the diagonal of Λ in ascending order, and pick any matrix
where C i j is the (i, j)-entry of C = Φ F V. Minimizing this quadratic form will thus automatically regularize the energy concentration pattern by pushing more energy to the left part of C where the columns correspond to smaller eigenvalues λ i . Note that the only assumption we put on V is that its columns constitutes a frame; by Proposition 1, V being a frame in the patch space already suffices for constructing a convolution framelet system with Φ. Now we consider the minimization problem (28) with R L = D 1/2 ((I − L) −1 − I)D 1/2 in the manifold dimension regularization term. Using L = ΦΛΦ , the operator R L can be written as
where Φ = D 1/2 Φ, λ i = λ i / (1 − λ i ) for i = 1, · · · , N, and C = Φ F V is the convolution framelet coefficient matrix. The optimization problem (28) can thus be recast as
Ideally, if the first p columns of Φ provide a low-dimensional embedding of the patch manifold M with small isometric distortion, then λ i ≈ 1 for all i > p, which correspond to large λ i and forces C i j for the optimal C to be close to 0 for all j ≥ 1 and all i > p. Intuitively, since 0 ≤ λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ λ N , the coefficient matrix C of the minimizer of (32) will likely concentrate most of its C 2 F energy on its top few rows corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues. Note that (31) imposes a much stronger regularization on the lower part of C than (30) does, since λ j 's are bounded from above by 1 but λ j can grow to +∞ as sub-index j increases.
Reweighted LDMM
As explained in Section 4.1, LDMM regularizes the energy concentration of convolution framelet coefficients by pushing the energy to the upper part of the coefficient matrix. This is clearly suboptimal from the point of view of Proposition 2: the energy C 2 F should actually concentrate on the upper left part as opposed to merely on the upper part of C, at least when an appropriate local basis is chosen. This observation motivates us to modify the objective function in (32) to reflect the stronger patter of energy concentration pointed out in Proposition 2. We refer to the modified optimization problem as reweighted LDMM, or rw-LDMM for short, since it differs from the original LDMM mainly in the weights in front of each C 2 i j in (32) . Note that the objective function in the optimization problem (32) is invariant to the choices of V -this is consistent with the interpretation of the regularization term as an estimate for the manifold dimension (the dimension of a manifold is basis-independent); but 
while not converge do 7:
13:
for i ← 1, r do 14: 
18:
f (n+1) ← average out entries of F (n+1) according to (2) 20: f (n+1) ← reset subsampled pixels to their known values 21 :
23:
n ← n + 1 24: end while 25: return f (n) 26: end procedure we can modify the objective function by incorporating patch bases as well. Consider a matrix V = [v 1 , · · · , v l ] consisting of basis vectors for the ambient space R where the patches live, and define s j , the energy filtered by v j of signal, as (33) s
Note that s j is precisely the jth singular value of the patch matrix F when v j is chosen as the jth right singular vector of F. If s j decays fast enough as j increases, the patches on average will be approximated efficiently using a few v j 's with large s j values. As discussed in Section 3.2, natural candidates of V include DCT bases, wavelet bases, or even SVD basis of F (which are optimal low-rank approximations of F in the L 2 -sense; when the true F is unknown, as in the case of signal reconstruction, we can also consider using right singular vectors obtained from an estimated patch matrix). After choosing such a basis V, the energy of the optimal coefficients matrix C with respect to convolution framelets { ψ i j } concentrate mostly within the upper left p × r block, where r depends on the decay rate of s j . For this purpose, instead of using weights λ i in (32) alone, we propose to use weights λ i γ j , where γ j is a weight associated to v j such that γ j increases as s j decreases; one such example 14 is to set γ j = 1 − s −1 1 s j ∈ [0, 1]. In other words, we reweight the penalties λ i to fine-tune the regularization. With this modification, the quadratic form (31) becomes 15
Substituting this new quadratic energy for the original quadratic energy in (32) and (28) 
Using PIM, the Euler-Lagrange equations of (35) turn into the corresponding linear systems:
We shall refer to the optimization problem (35) (sometimes also the linear system (36) when the context is clear) reweighted LDMM, or rw-LDMM for short.
In practice, we observed that it often suffices to reweight the penalties only for the coefficients in the leading columns, i.e., keep the γ j 's in (34) only for 1 ≤ j ≤ r, where r is a relatively small number compared with . This can be done by first noting that the quadratic energy in (30) equals (37) tr V F ΦΛΦ FV = tr V r F ΦΛΦ FV r + tr FV c r ΦΛΦ FV c r , 14 We have also experimented with other forms of γ j , for instance γ j = s 1 s −1 j − 1, which sends γ j to +∞ when s j is close to 0 and is thus a stronger regularization than the one used in rw-LDMM (which only sends γ j to 1 as s j → 0). We do not use such stronger regularization weights since in practice they tend to produce over-smoothed results for reconstruction. This is not surprising, as natural images may well contain intricate details that are encoded in convolution framelet components corresponding to small s j 's; these details are likely smoothed out by if γ j overregularizes the convolution framelet coefficients. 15 The reweighted quadratic form (34) , as well as (38) below, depends on V only through Γ 1/2 . In fact, as long as V V = I , there holds x − y 2 = V x − V y 2 , and thus W -the weighted adjacency matrix constructed using a Gaussian RBF -is V-invariant; consequently R L is V-invariant as well.
where V r ∈ R ×r consists of the left r columns of V, and V c r consists of the remaining columns. We can then reweight only the first term in the summation on the right hand side of (37), i.e. replace (34) with
The linear systems (36) change accordingly to (γ j (D − W) + µW)Fv j = µWEv j , j = 1, · · · , r,
In all numerical experiments presented in Section 5, we set r ≈ 0.2 , i.e. only coefficients in the left 20% columns are reweighted in the regularization. We did not observe serious changes in performance when this economic reweighting strategy is adopted, but the improvement in computational efficiency is significant: for example, when right singular vectors of F are used as local basis, solving (39) with partial SVD in each iteration is much faster than the full SVD required in (36) . One can avoid explicitly computing v r+1 , · · · , v by converting (39) into
see Algorithm 1 for more details 16 . Variants of Algorithm 1 with other choices of V, such as DCT or wavelet basis, are just simplified versions of Algorithm 1 where V is a fixed input. Regardless of the choice for local basis, rw-LDMM yields consistently better inpainting results than LDMM in all of our numerical experiments; see details in Section 5.2. We compare in this section linear and nonlinear approximations of images using different convolution framelets ψ i j = −1/2 φ i * v j . To make sense of linear approximation, which Figure 3 . Except for the last column with random local basis, nonlinear approximation captures much more texture on the scarf with few leading terms. requires a natural ordering of the basis functions, we fix the nonlocal basis {φ i } to be the eigenfunctions of the normalized graph diffusion Laplacian L (see (9) ); ψ i j 's are then ordered according to descending magnitudes (1 − λ i ) s j , where λ i is the ith eigenvalue of L (which lies in [0, 1]) and s j is the energy of the function filtered by v j (see (33) ). We take a cropped barbara image of size 128 × 128, as shown in Figure 3 , subtract the mean pixel value from all pixels, then perform linear and nonlinear approximation for the resulting image. Figure 6 presents the N-term linear and nonlinear approximation results with N = 8, patch size = 16 (4×4 patches), and local basis V chosen as patch SVD basis (right singular vectors of the patch matrix), Haar wavelets, DCT basis, and-as a baseline-randomly generated orthonormal vectors. In terms of visual quality, nonlinear approximation produces consistently better results here than linear approximation; as we also expect, SVD basis, Haar wavelets, and DCT basis all outperform the baseline with random local basis. Fig. 8 : The first four terms in each type of nonlocal convolution framelet approximation. Components in each row correspond to the four convolution framelet coefficients with largest magnitudes. The cropped 128 × 128 barbara image is the same as shown in Figure 3 .
The superiority of nonlinear over linear approximation is also justified in terms of the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) of approximated image against the original image. In Figure 7 , we plot PSNR as a function of the number of terms used in the approximation. Except for random local basis, PSNR curves for all types of nonlinear approximation are higher than the curves for linear approximation, suggesting that sparsity-based regularization on convolution framelet coefficients may lead to stronger results than 2 -regularization. When the number of terms is large, even nonlocal approximation with random local basis outperforms linear approximation with SVD, wavelets, or DCT basis. Figure 8 shows the largest few convolution framelet components for each choice of local basis. 
Inpainting with rw-LDMM
We first compare rw-LDMM with LDMM in the same setup as in [43] for image inpainting: given the randomly subsampled original image with only a small portion (e.g. 5% to 20%) of the pixels retained, reconstruct the image from an initial guess that fills missing pixels with Gaussian random numbers. The mean and variance of the pixel values filled in the initialization matches those of the retained pixels. In all our numerical experiments, rw-LDMM outperforms LDMM whenever the same initialization is provided. For LDMM, we use the MATLAB code and hyperparamters provided by the authors of [43] ; for rw-LDMM, we experimented with both SVD and DCT basis as local basis, and reweight only the leading 20% functions in the local basis. We run both LDMM and rw-LDMM for 100 iterations on images of size 256 × 256, and the patch size is always fixed as 10 × 10. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) 17 of the reconstructed images obtained after the 100th iteration 18 are used to measure the inpainting quality. Figure 9 compares the 17 PSNR( f, f ) 20 log 10 (MAX( f )) − 10 log 10 (MSE( f, f ) ). 18 The number of iteration is also a hyperparameter to be determined. We use 100 iterations to make fair comparisons between our results and those in [43] . In case the reconstruction degenerates after too many iterations due to over-regularization, one may -for the purpose of comparison only -also look at the highest PSNR within a fix number of iterations for each algorithm. We include those comparisons in Supplementary Materials as well. three algorithms for a cropped Barbara image of size 256 × 256; Figure 10 plots PSNR as a function of the number of iterations and indicates that rw-LDMM outperforms LDMM consistently for a wide range of number of iterations. We included more numerical results and comparisons in Supplementary Materials. Fig. 10 : PSNR of the reconstructed 256 × 256 Barbara image (see Figure 9 ) at each iteration of LDMM, rw-LDMM with SVD, and rw-LDMM with DCT. After the 20th iteration, both rw-LDMM algorithms always achieve higher PSNR than the original LDMM.
We also compare LDMM and rw-LDMM with ALOHA (Annihilating Filter-based Low-Rank Hankel Matrix) [28] , a recent patch-based inpainting algorithm using a low-rank block-Hankel structured matrix completion approach. For some test images with strong texture patterns (e.g. Barbara, Fingerprint, Checkerboard, Swirl), restoration from 10% random subsamples by ALOHA reaches higher PSNR than LDMM and rw-LDMM, see Supplementary Materials for more details. However, severe artefacts often present in reconstructed images from ALOHA, even when PSNR is high, see e.g. Figure 11 and Figure 12 . Intuitively, this effect suggests different inpainting mechanisms employed by LDMM/rw-LDMM and ALOHA: LDMM and rw-LDMM, as suggested in [43] , "spread out" the retained subsamples to missing pixels, whereas ALOHA "hallucinates" about far-apart regions in the image. Numerical results with critically low subsample rate (2% and 5%) are in accordance with this intuition, see Figure 13 for an example and Supplementary Materials for more details.
6 Conclusion and future work In this paper, we present convolution framelets, a patch-based representation that combines local and nonlocal bases for image processing. We show the energy compaction property of these convolution framelets in a linear reconstruction framework motivated by nonlinear dimension reduction, i.e. the L 2 -energy of a signal concentrates on the upper left block of the coefficient matrix with respect to convolution framelets. This energy concentration property is exploited to improve LDMM by incorporating "near optimal" local patch bases into the regularization mechanism, for the purpose of strengthening the energy concentration pattern. Numerical experiments suggest that the pro- posed reweighted LDMM algorithm performs better than the original LDMM in inpainting problems with few subsamples, especially for images with high contrast non-regular textures.
One direction we would like to explore is to compare the 2 -regularization with other regularization frameworks. In fact, our numerical experiments show that nonlinear approximation of signals with convolution framelets outperforms linear approximation, hence regularization techniques such as 1 -and 0 -regularization have the potential to further improve the quality and efficiency of 2 -regularization.
Though we established an energy concentration guarantee in Section 3.3, it remains unclear in concrete scenarios which local patch basis exactly attains the optimality condition in Proposition 2. We made a first attempt in this direction for specific linear embedding in Section 3.3, but similar results for nonlinear embeddings, as well as further extension of the framework to unions of local embeddings (which we expect will also provide insights for Fig. 13 : Reconstructed 256 × 256 Fingerprint images from 2% randomly subsampled pixels using LDMM, rw-LDMM, and ALOHA. The image reconstructed using ALOHA is full of wrinkle-like artefacts, whereas results using LDMM and rw-LDMM are filled with "brushstrokes." Note that "silhouettes" in rw-LDMM restorations are finer in scale than LDMM results, even in such critically low subsample rate other nonlocal transform-domain techniques, including BM3D), are also of great interest.
Another direction we intend to explore is the influence of the patch size . Throughout this work, as well as in most patch-based image processing algorithms, the patch size is a hyperparamter to be chosen empirically and fixed; however, historically neuroscience experiments [59] and fractal image compression techniques [4, 27] provide evidence for the importance of perceiving patches of different sizes simultaneously in the same image. Since patch matrices corresponding to varying patch sizes of the same image are readily available, we can potentially combine convolution framelets across different scales to build multiresolution convolution framelets.
Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 1.
Proof of Lemma 5. By definition
and if we change the order of summation, we have p
Appendix B. A Simplified Proof of the Dimension Identity (23). Proposition 6. Assume a d-dimensional Riemannian manifold M is isometrically embedded into R , with coordinate functions α j | 1 ≤ j ≤ . Then at any point
if f is the restriction to M of a smooth functionf ∈ C ∞ R , then ∇ M f (x) is the projection of ∇f to T x M, the tangent space of M at x ∈ M. Now, fix an arbitrary point x ∈ M and let E 1 (x) , · · · , E d (x) be an orthonormal basis for T x M. We have for any 1 ≤ j ≤
and thus
Note that ∇α j is a constant vector in R with 1 at the jth entry and 0 elsewhere. Consequently, inner product ∇α j (x) , E k (x) simply picks out the jth coordinate of E k (x). Therefore
which completes the proof.
Appendix C. Proof of the optimality and the sparsity of SVD in MDS.
Proposition 7. Let HX = U X Σ X V X be the reduced singular value decomposition of the centered data matrix X ∈ R N× , where H = I N − 1 N 1 N 1 N is the centering matrix. The optimal V for (12) is exactly V X , and the corresponding matrix basis has the sparsest representation of X. The proof of this statement can be found in Appendix C.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume X = HX. In MDS, Φ E = U X with p = − 1. The entries of the coefficient matrix C = Φ X V can be explicitly computed as
where u X, i ,ṽ j are the columns of U X and V, respectively, and σ X,i is the ith diagonal entry of Σ X . According to (16) , the optimal V should satisfy v X, iṽ j = 0 for all i > j, which is achieved by settingṽ i = v X, i . Moreover, since rank(C) = − 1, C has at least ( − 1) non-zero entries; it follows from v X, i v X, j = δ i, j that C = U X XV X has exactly ( − 1) non-zero entries and is thus the sparsest representation.
Supplementary Materials:
Comparing LDMM, reweighted LDMM, and ALOHA for inpainting
In the following tables, we compare the inpainting performance of LDMM and reweighted LDMM with ALOHA [28] on 9 test images of size 256 × 256. For ALOHA, we use hyperparameters provided by the authors 19 ; for LDMM and reweighted LDMM, we use the same parameters as described in Section 5. For columns of LDMM and reweighted LDMM, the row titled symm. GL indicates whether or not the graph Laplacian used for generating nonlocal basis in convolution framelets is symmetrized.
Final PSNR in LDMM and rw-LDMM In Table 2 through Table 7 , the PSNR in the columns of LDMM and reweighted LDMM are computed from the final image obtained in the 100th iteration, as opposed to the maximum PSNR among the first 100 iterations in Section C. Maximum PSNR in LDMM and rw-LDMM In Table 8 through Table 13 , the PSNR in the columns of LDMM and reweighted LDMM are the maximum PSNR that occurred before the 100th iteration. Since in practice the ground truth image is not given, no criterion is readily available for us to terminate the algorithm before reaching the 100th iteration, nor is there a rule for picking one reconstructed image from all reconstructions resulted from the first 100 iterations; the comparisons presented in this subsection, rather than performance evaluations of practical inpainting algorithms as in Section C, are only proof-of-concepts to illustrate that important information are captured in LDMM and reweighted LDMM that could potentially be used to further improve the performance of these inpainting algorithms. Figure 17 and Figure 18 show 20 the inpainting results on a variety of test images. Overall, the rw-LDMM outperforms LDMM, especially for images with strong varying texture patterns (e.g. fingerprint). 20 In this, and all subsequent figures showing the randomly picked samples, we display the "negative" image, compared to what is done customarily. That is, for an 8-bit image, we display, for the random picked pixels, the gray value 255 -(pixel value), with a white background for non-selected pixels. The impression of the partial data given by such figures are more realistic, on the white page or screen, than by showing all the missing pixels as black. 
